Is your Facility facing undue losses with constant Cardiology Billing Errors?
Outsourcing can provide you with the Solutions!!
When it comes to conducting and running an effective
healthcare practice, the priority number one is providing
quality clinical care, while priority number two is getting accurate,
timely billing services.
Containing billing mistakes to an absolute minimum is one
critical reason Medical Facilities need to start partnering with
outsourced medical billing companies.

What is the cost of Cardiology Medical Billing error?

Cardiology billing errors
resulted in overcharges
of 23% bills that contain
mistakes.

Roughly 2 in 3 Americans
have received bills that
were significantly higher
than what they expected.

Medical debt is the largest
category of consumer debt
& an estimated 51 Mil.
people in the U.S. will have
a bill turned over.

One in every three
dollars paid to a collection
agency is related to
medical debt.

Medical debt held by
collection agencies is 3
times
larger
than
financial & credit card
debt-combined.

Approx. 70% of consumers
believe cardiology practices
need
to
provide
transparency about cost of
care.

What do you as Cardiology facility; get from an outsourced medical billing company?

You avail HIPAA compliant medical coding services
The facility can reduce the current operating cost by a whopping 60%

You as a specialist are assured of 99.9% accuracy in your medical coding
Cardiologists can leverage the skills of trained, qualified and
experienced medical coding specialists

Your facility has real time access on the claims processed, with inputs
of income cycle and revenue management

Comprehensive Billing Service Provided by MBC for Cardiologists
We provide end-to-end medical billing services to help cardiology practices meet government
regulations and private payer requirements. Our solutions are designed to help your office manage
claim filing efficiently, and avoid hassles of denial management, HIPAA compliance, and follow-ups
with insurance companies.
Our cardiology billing undertaking includes:

Demographic
entry
Patient
scheduling and
charge entry

Collections
management

Billing and
reconciliation of
accounts

AR follow-up

Claims billing
and patient
billing
transmission

Insurance
authorization
and verification

Code checking
and analysis
Payment
posting
services

Service Benefits of Utilizing MBC as your preferred Cardiology billing partner

Real time
Monthly
and weekly
financial
reports

100%
HIPAA
compliance

Enhanced
cash flow
Maximum
revenue

Service Benefits
of Utilizing MBC
as your preferred
Cardiology
billing partner
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Cardiology medical billing outsourcing solutions allow you to focus your patients, while we
handle the claims. Call us today on 888-357-3226 to learn more about our services!

www.medicalbillersandcoders.com | Toll Free : 888-357-3226

